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Kudos

Three eighth-graders from Lora Batchelor Middle School in Bloomington —
Caitie Adams, Anna Viterisi and Hillary Wood — won first place in C-SPAN’s
documentary contest for middle and high school students. The girls’ national
award-winning video, “Science or Faith: Intelligent Design in Public School,’’
will be shown at 8:30 a.m. Tuesday on C-SPAN.
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Overheard

Outrage

Judi Noe was sentenced only a year ago to five years in prison for drowning
her 2-year-old daughter and then keeping the girl’s body in an apartment for
about three weeks. But now Allen County Judge John Surbeck Jr. has approved
Noe’s early release from prison. She is scheduled to move on Monday to Allen
County’s re-entry program only 13 months after the original sentence was
handed down.

“We knew that children were
being hurt. We just didn’t have
the human resources to
provide the assistance that
was needed.’’
Andrea Marshall,
executive director of Prevent Child
Abuse Indiana, reacting to a federal
study indicating that children in Indiana
died from abuse and neglect at a rate
more than twice the national average.

Let’s remove obstacles to education
State ranks high in suspensions, expulsions

Phoenix
battles
immigration
psychosis

Our position:

Schools need to find alternatives to the
overuse of suspensions and expulsions.
ight-year-old Daylon
Howard had a clean discipline record last year
when he admitted to
bringing his 14-year-old
uncle’s pocketknife to
school, where he displayed it to friends.
Administrators at Greenbriar Elementary in Washington Township could
have simply given him a warning.
“They knew that my son didn’t have
any malicious intent,” his mother, Shera, said at the time.
Instead, Daylon was suspended and
then expelled for three months.
When his mother couldn’t get him
back and forth to Wyandotte Academy,
the township’s alternative school for
expelled students, she used activity
books to keep him from falling behind.
Daylon’s story is similar to that of Elliot Voge, a Warren Township eighthgrader suspended last month after voluntarily turning in a Swiss Army knife
he brought by mistake to his middle
school. Elliot faced expulsion before
Warren administrators, under public
pressure, dropped the case last week.
Elliot’s case was unusual, both in its
circumstances and in the media attention it garnered. But the high rates of
suspensions and expulsions in Indiana
deserve scrutiny.
Indiana leads the nation in the rate
of out-of-school suspensions. It’s
among the top 10 in the nation in expulsions. Some 8,800 students were expelled in the 2003-2004 school year, a
20 percent increase from 1999-2000.
The fact that black students are
more likely to be expelled than whites,
no matter their grade level or socioeconomic status, is troubling. So are the
short- and long-term consequences
many students suffer. Students expelled
from Indianapolis Public Schools, for
example, cannot
attend other
school districts
in Marion
County. Nor are
they allowed to
earn their General Equivalency
Diploma. Researchers have found that the more
often a child is suspended the greater
his chances of eventually dropping out,
living in poverty or landing in prison.
Given the serious nature of the decision to remove a student from school,
it’s unfortunate that parents often find
it difficult to receive due process, especially when expulsion is recommended.
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Suspension meetings between students and principals aren’t documented, meaning that a student’s version of what happened is pitted against
administrators’. While school officials
must submit a written report explaining why a student is being suspended
or expelled, they aren’t required to provide evidence.
State law doesn’t require school districts to allow parents and students to
bring legal representation during expulsion hearings. Depending on the school
district, a lawyer
may not be allowed to plead a
student’s case.
And even if an
attorney is permitted, many
parents can’t afford the legal
fees.
The maximum suspension a student
can face is supposed to be 10 days. But
it can be extended if a principal persuades the administrator hearing the
case that a student will either interfere
with the school’s “educational function”
or endanger fellow classmates and
teachers. In some instances, suspen-
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sions are extended even when students
aren’t considered a danger.
Attorney Lawrence T. Newman, who
represents Voge, notes that another student whom he represents was kept out
for 10 days beyond his original suspension, despite school administrators offering no evidence to support the decision.
Much of the criticism in the Voge
case has centered on Stonybrook Middle School Principal Jimmy Meadows,
who originally suspended the child. Yet,
it was district administrators who allowed the case to proceed after
Meadows’ initial recommendation.
Newman notes that Superintendent
Peggy Hinckley approved the expulsion
hearing on March 21, two weeks before
public pressure forced her to rescind it.
The frequent use of suspensions and
expulsions creates the impression
among students and parents that
schools aren’t fair or sensible in how
they mete out punishment. Although
Voge’s case may now force administrators to rethink how they discipline students, it isn’t the first case in which an
infraction that could have been resolved reasonably wasn’t.
State legislators next year should

give parents the right to retain counsel,
including for suspension proceedings,
in order to improve due process. They
also should tighten rules on extending
suspensions beyond 10 days.
For their part, school districts need
to develop alternatives to suspension
and expulsion. Lawrence Central High
School, for example, was able to cut its
suspensions in half during the 20042005 school year after creating temporary alternative schools that combine
character-building exercises with classroom instruction. IPS this school year
launched a six-step flexible disciplinary
system in hopes of retaining more students.
And while it can’t be mandated,
common sense needs to come into play
in cases like Elliot Voge’s where no
danger was posed to the school or
other students.
No one wants students to run wild in
the schools. Suspensions and expulsions are necessary in some instances.
Yet, the overuse of such discipline in
Indiana has unnecessarily branded
many students as troublemakers and set
back their attempts to gain an education.

Republicans may turn to virtuous St. John
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ASHINGTON — First
Brad Pitt and Jennifer
Aniston, now John
McCain and the media.
Even torrid relationships are perishable. It was only a matter of time before
the media turned on their pin-up, and
that time has arrived. A rivulet, soon to
be a river, of journalism is reporting —
as a mystery deciphered, even a scandal
unearthed — that McCain, who occupies the Senate seat once held by Barry
Goldwater, is a conservative Republican.
He has been unmasked as a “pro-life,
pro-family, fiscal conservative.” Those
words are his, and are a reasonably accurate self-description of the man who
voted against the prescription drug entitlement and the most recent transportation bill because of their costs.
McCain proclaims his extravagant
admiration for Teddy Roosevelt, a man
of many virtues, not one of which was
moral modesty. Speaker of the House
Thomas Reed once said to TR, “If there
is one thing for which I admire you
more than anything else, Theodore, it is
your original discovery of the Ten
Commandments.” St. John of Arizona
can seem insufferably certain that he
has cornered the market on incorruptibility. So as he begins trying to assemble a presidential majority, he seems, as
anyone trying to do that will, like a
run-of-the-mill sinner.
But his quest for the Republicans’
2008 nomination was bound to require
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tactics inconsistent with his carefully
cultivated reputation for unexampled
authenticity. He has endorsed teaching
“intelligent design” theory in schools
and has sought a detente with Jerry
Falwell, one of “the agents of intolerance” he denounced in 2000. But who
has ever assembled a presidential constituency without endorsing positions
formerly avoided or compromising positions formerly endorsed?
McCain is considered morally compromised because he now favors making permanent some of President
Bush’s tax cuts that McCain opposed
when they were first proposed. But enacting the cuts as temporary was
purely a parliamentary maneuver. Revoking them would be as much a tax
increase as would be reversing President Ronald Reagan’s reduction of the
70 percent income tax rate, and
McCain says, “I’ve never voted for a
tax increase.”
Well, never, unless you ignore the
huge — $516 billion over 25 years —
tax increase in his 1998 tobacco bill.

But that was less a revenue measure
than an exercise of the McCainian
righteousness that has so enchanted
many of the people who are now becoming disenchanted. Few of them,
however, are conservative Republicans
whom McCain must court. Many of
those Republicans especially abhor
what his media friends most adore -his unwavering commitment to campaign regulations that enlarge the government’s power to regulate the quantity, content and timing of speech
about itself, with the applauding media
exempt from regulation, of course.
In 2000, McCain voted explicitly to
amend the First Amendment, a vote
that clearly confirmed his critics’ contention that McCain’s campaign “reforms” are incompatible with the First
Amendment stricture that “Congress
shall make no law . . . abridging the
freedom of speech.” Fritz Hollings,
then a Democratic senator from South
Carolina, brought to a vote a proposed
alteration to the First Amendment. It
would have empowered Congress or
any state to “set reasonable limits on
the amount of contributions that may
be accepted by, and the amount of expenditures that may be made by, in
support of, or in opposition to” a candidate for federal office.
Hollings, whose candor was as admirable as his amendment was not, accepted the obvious fact that McCain’s
approach to campaign regulation was
incompatible with the plain language

of the unamended First Amendment.
McCain voted for Hollings’ amendment.
But to those Republicans who turn
out to pick presidential nominees, one
electoral consideration could trump
ideological aversions: California. Ken
Khachigian, a veteran of Ronald Reagan’s White House, is a California Republican strategist who in 2000 was a
senior adviser to McCain’s campaign.
Khachigian says McCain could “put
California in play.” McCain might be
the only conceivable Republican nominee who could.
To put California in play is not the
same thing as carrying it. But carrying
it is not necessary to significantly improve a Republican nominee’s national
chances. If the nomination of McCain
could force the Democratic nominee to
spend a number of days and, say, $30
million to secure California’s 55 electoral votes, those days and dollars could
not be spent in Ohio, Florida and other
battleground states.
This November could produce what
McCain could use: grim election returns for Republicans. If on Nov. 8 Republicans are reeling and a re-elected
Hillary Clinton is rampant, hitherto
unenthralled Republicans might suddenly consider McCain as virtuous as
he considers himself. For the politically
nervous, “virtuous” is a synonym for
“electable.”

◆ Will is an ABC commentator and Washington Post
columnist. Contact him at georgewill@washpost.com

HOENIX — This confident,
laid-back city is on the verge
of a nervous breakdown.
Immigration reform is more
than a political issue here, it’s an
acute psychosis.
People were shocked two weeks
ago when a mostly Latino crowd,
now estimated at more than 25,000,
blocked traffic in a posh part of town
to protest the draconian, purely punitive immigration measures passed
by the House of Representatives.
Those 25,000 protesters arguably
had more impact than the 500,000
who marched in Los Angeles, because Phoenix feels the impact of illegal immigration from Mexico like
no other major city.
“We’re the tip of the arrowhead,”
said Alfredo Gutierrez, a former state
legislator who now hosts a Spanishlanguage radio talk show and helped
lead the demonstration. Gutierrez
and others predict that a second
march planned for Monday will draw
up to 100,000 people. This time organizers are asking protesters not to
wave Mexican flags.
The city’s population of 1.5 million
is believed to include up to 250,000
undocumented migrants, the vast
majority of them from Mexico. Every
morning, scores of newly arrived pilgrims line up at the Mexican Consulate on Camelback Road to obtain a
Matricula Consular, an identification
card that the consulate issues
whether the pilgrim crossed the border legally or not. Bank of America
regularly sets up a table in a corner
of the consulate’s waiting room to
enroll new account-holders on the
spot and welcome them to the
American dream.
Rusty Childress, who owns a
Buick-Kia car dealership across the
street from the consulate, sees that
long line of pilgrims every day and it
drives him to distraction. Childress
has emerged as one of the leaders of
the anti-immigrant movement, which
includes the self-appointed Minutemen who patrol the border and even
a group called Mothers Against Illegal Aliens. “Mexico is trying to reconquer this country without firing a
shot,” Childress says, and he is
speaking without irony.
“We’re just pressing the issue to
enforce the laws that are already on
the books,” Childress says. People
aren’t supposed to cross the border
without proper documents. Employers aren’t supposed to hire them.
The government is supposed to deport them, not provide them services. It’s that simple. But of course it
isn’t simple at all.
Mexican immigration, legal or not,
didn’t start yesterday. Gutierrez, 60,
is the son of Mexican immigrants; he
grew up in a small Arizona town that
practiced a “perhaps more benign”
form of the apartheid that African
Americans had to suffer in the
South. Mexicans were allowed to use
the municipal swimming pool only
on Sundays, after which the pool was
drained and refilled every Monday,
he says. Whites went to one school,
while Mexicans, Apaches and the
one African American in town went
to another.
Within his own extended family,
Gutierrez says, he counts immigrants
who are American citizens, others
who are permanent residents with
green cards, and still others who are
here illegally. That is why there are
no simple solutions: If you draw a
sharp line between those who have
proper documents and those who
don’t, you break up families.
Phoenix Mayor Phil Gordon has
tried from the beginning to find a
middle ground, and for his trouble
he has been slammed by all sides. It’s
a nuanced issue, he notes, and at the
moment, “nuances aren’t allowed.”
◆ Robinson is a Washington Post columnist. Con-

tact him at eugenerobinson@washpost.com.

